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Voca 정리

01. 다음 숙어들의 의미를 쓰라

①icing on the cake  &  hot potato              

②throw one's knapsack over the brick wall       

③fall short of    &  shortly

④all the same   &   turn the table

02.괄호에 들어갈 단어를 보기에서 고르시오

①There are various questions [          ] pollution and the environment.

②How could they behave in such a [          ]?

③What we need is a system of committies of professional experts in all [        ], 

  including economics.

④When an institution, company, or organization is [          ]ed by someone or by a 

  group of people, they get it started, often by providing the necessary money.

⑤There is no longer the [          ] of a world war, and ,if any, slim.

⑥He is due to [          ] a conference on human rights next week.

⑦Mr. King sought to [          ] stage fright in order to speak in front of 

  audience.

⑧If someone is suffering from [          ], they are physically weak and extremely thin 

  because they have not eaten enough food.

⑨Not honoring the above noted law will result in a [          ] being issued.

address, found, malnutrition, fine, concerning, disciplines, disorderly, fashion, likelihood
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03.t__________
   :I [          ]ped over a stone; I tumbled and on my head.

04.t__________
   :If you [          ] a difficult problem or task, you deal with it in a very determined or 
  efficient way.

05.a____________

   :His earnings are said to [          ] to £300000 annually.
   :They gave me some help in the beginning but it did not [         ] to what I 
    expected.

06.h___________
   :Susan has always been more interested in the [          ] than the sciences. 
   :The [          ] are academic disciplines that study human culture. The [          ] 
   use methods that are primarily critical, or speculative, and have a significant 
   historical elementas distinguished from the mainly empirical approaches of the 
   natural sciences.

07.c____________

   :If you [          ] something such as respect or obedience, you obtain it 

   because you are popular, famous, or important.

   :an excellent physician who [          ]ed the respect of all his colleagues.
   :Your [          ] of something, such as a foreign language, is your knowledge of 
   it and your ability to use this knowledge.
   :His [          ] of English was excellent.
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Voca 정리

01. 다음 숙어들의 의미를 쓰라.

①To be more specific and drive home that point              

②take steps       

③every five seconds

④do without

02.괄호에 들어갈 단어를 보기에서 고르시오.

①[         ] is great physical or mental pain. 

  The people who had been injured in the bomb explosion lay screaming in [         ].

②[         ] your opinion about the Korean Wave.

③If you [         ], you jump high in the air or jump a long distance.

④We spent a pleasant evening in the [         ] of friends. 

  She enjoys her own [         ] when she is travelling.

⑤She [         ] up all the letters he had sent her.

⑥The Foreign Ministry is geared up to [         ] a number of events.

⑦She was [         ]d out of doze.

⑧A [         ] is an old-fashioned vehicle, usually for a small number of passengers, 

  which is pulled by horses.

⑨If you describe someone as [         ], you mean that they are thin but look strong 

  and healthy.

⑩Scientists in the lab endeavored to [         ] bacteria for the injured.

    carriage, fine(ad), tear, agony,  company,  culture, 

leap, state, lean, startle, grind, host
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03.[c         ]

   :If you [         ] something, you control it and keep it within limits.

   :Obama administration did a range of policies aimed at [         ]ing inflation

04.[a         ]
   :There are strong copyright laws that enable writers to prevent others 
    from wrongfully [         ]ing their works.

05.[p         ]

   :The author shows [         ] of being able to make better things.

06.[s         ]

   :If you [         ] things over an area, you throw or drop them so that they spread all  

   over the area.


